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Start from the beginning 

"Please, I bet you can't even spell photosynthesis." I challenge him, this word

took me a long time to remember. a2

"P, h, o, t, o, s, y, n, t, h, i, s, i, s, see I can spell." Blade tries to prove me wrong

but fails. a18

"Actually when you get to the 'thesis' part it's an 'e' not an 'I', but we all make

mistakes like my mum did not take birth control 9 months before you were

born." My sweet, sweet mouth. a128

Elijah and Axel spit out his food and Alessandro look at me with that same

look from earlier. a10

The twins and their friends remained silent just observing with a smirk on

their faces.

"Dude, you just got burnt by a 10-year-old." Jayden I think his name was said.

"I'm 13, and you should never burn the chicken, it's good food." I think I'm

just gonna shut the fuck up now. a23

I think Blade swallowed his tongue, he's now grinding his teeth together

clearly holding in his anger. a3

Axel keeps on snorting and Elijah is biting the inside of his cheek, someone

told me that the skin and muscle inside the mouth is the same muscle that is

inside the jay-jay, that could just be a myth though. Why would I bring this up

at the dinner table? That's just disturbing. a50

"I suggest you don't say anything else before he explodes," Elijah advises me.

Thank you, for the worst advice given to a girl who can't shut up for one

second.

"Emilia I'm gonna have to make this two nights without your phone,"

Alessandro informs me. Darn it, I could have just kept my thoughts to myself

but nooo, I'm too much of a blabbermouth to put a sock in my mouth. Or a

towel? There was no point in me protesting, it wasn't going to change that he

took my phone, I had my other one anyway, so I couldn't care any less. a2

"So umm, back to the question, are you guys gonna watch the movie with

us?" Diego asks innocently drawing our attention to him.

"I will." I raise my hand. a4

"Don't stay up too late though," Alessandro says before wiping his mouth and

taking his plate into the kitchen.

"Okay." I put my plate onto Luca's and he smiles at me before finishing the

food. He would only eat it a er I le  the room anyways.

"What movie is it?" I ask.

"You'll have to wait and see." Diego rubs his hands together with a malicious

smile. a5

***********

"Luca, stop eating the popcorn," Jayden says to him before stealing the bowl.

"We're watching a movie in a minute, just let me have it." He whines.

"It's not playing yet, Luca," Diego tells him. How does this boy stay fit? He's

eaten so much but he still has so much muscle on his body.

"I got a movie." Blade walks back into the living room with a movie in hand a

bag of sweets.

"Hurry up, I'm hungry." Luca moans, he just ate and now he's hungry?

"AXEL!!" Diego shouts.

"I'm coming." Axel hu s, yay, he was watching the movie with us, I want to

watch Brave. a16

I love her Scottish accent and her ginger hair, she's so perfect and beautiful, I

can't believe I'm envious of an animated character. Random but Flynn Rider

needs to marry me, I know he's not int he same movie but I have the biggest

crush on him. a2

"Conjuring? Blade, she's just a child." Axel complains to Blade. a20

"She doesn't speak like one," Jayden murmurs under his breath. a2

"She can handle it," Josh reassures him.

"I don't think so, she's 13." Axel reply's to him, at least he knows my age. a30

"She doesn't know what it's about, she'll be fine for the first few minutes,"

Diego tells him, I look over at Luca to see he was looking through the bag.

Typical.

"Have you seen it before?" Luca asks me opening a bar of chocolate.

"Nope." It sounds like a cartoon show, a Nickelodeon show maybe. Or Disney

show, you can't beat Gravity Falls or Phineas and Ferb. a95

"Great let's watch it." Blade plops himself on the sofa wrapping himself up in

blankets.

Sitting down in between Axel and Blade, I pull the blanket from Blade and

settle down to watch the movie. This will be good. a4

**************

Hello everybody!!! *waves hands quickly* I hope you have had an

amazing day, I hope you accept my apology for the long update, I'm also

sorry that this chapter couldn't belong like the last chapter was but I

realised I have already taken too long to upload. Sorry 🥺🥺

Question:

Do you recommend any other music artists because I want to get into

modern music, I can't love Elvis Presley forever? a33

Also, where are you from? [i hope that wasn't stalker-ish] a89

Have a wonderful day because you deserve the world 🌍😭

Sorry for any errors in this chapter, and please don't point them out, I've

changed my mind on the whole pointing errors out thing ☺ ✨ a1

Xoxo, Demi 💋✨

[2109 words in this chapter 💋✨💙]
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